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There is a lot of buzz about artiﬁcial intelligence. But
how does it apply to the world of Foodservice
Manufacturers speciﬁcally? Do you need it? And if
so, when?
Here are three current challenges Foodservice
Manufacturers face that can be solved with AI.

1

FINDING SUSTAINABLE PROFITABLE
GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES IS INCREASINGLY
DIFFICULT IN TODAY’S ENVIRONMENT

Constantly evolving and complex operator landscape – more than 20 Foodservice
segments; new formats – pop-up restaurants, ghost restaurants, food trucks, meal kits
Rapidly changing consumer tastes, preferences and buying behaviors – Millennials, local
sourcing, digital orders, focus on convenience
Overwhelming information and data – Shipment data, consumer trends, operator
purchasing preferences, industry news, CRM data

2

FRONTLINE SALES TEAMS ARE EXPECTED TO DO A LOT

Of course, focus is on revenue, but consider what
an account or sales team has to do every day…
Prioritize and target the proﬁtable accounts
Identify “win-win-win” growth opportunities for current accounts
Identify the optimal assortment for each account
Develop a convincing business case for winning new accounts
Tailor the pitch to each account or buying team

3

THEN THERE’S THE

DATA DILEMMA

“We have too much data. We don’t even know where to start.”
OR…
“We don’t have enough clean data to leverage AI.”

AI TO THE RESCUE

Turn emerging trends into opportunities rather than threats.
FOR CURRENT ACCOUNTS
Optimize assortment for every outlet
Identify outlets with premiumization opportunities
Target new products at “bell-weather” accounts and outlets
Identify brand growth opportunity at outlet/MSA/Region level
Optimize marketing oﬀers

FOR INNOVATION
Detect consumer trends early
Identify emerging operator formats and channels
Measure the impact these will have
Gain lead time to for mulate a plan

FOR COMPETITIVE ACCOUNTS
Identify winnable competitive accounts

GOOD NEWS…
YOU CAN START USING AI WITH THE DATA YOU ALREADY HAVE
Think you need a massive amount of data? Think again. There is ample information and data available. Here is readily
available data used in AI projects for Foodservice with excellent results.

SHIPMENT DATA

OUTLET DEMOGRAPHICS

LOCATION & WEATHER

…and you can do this in 6 months with minimal investment

Equip your frontline team with a
“data driven” AI based decision
recommendation platform

This is a mere glimpse into how AI is having an impact with Foodservice
Manufacturers.
If you’d like to hear more…

I’d like to talk with a Foodservice AI Expert
I’d like to learn more

Absolutdata.com

